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We study a partnership that anticipates its possible dissolution. In our model, partnerships 
form in order to take advantage of complementary skills; although new opportunities may 
arise that make partners’ skills useless. We characterize the optimal, incentive-compatible 
partnership contract that can be implemented by a simple call option, and then analyze the 
commonly used buy–sell provision. We show that this dissolution rule gives rise to 
inefficiency, either in the form of excessive dissolutions combined with underinvestment or 
efficient dissolutions combined with overinvestment. However, supplementing the buy–sell 
provision with the right to veto may restore efficiency. 
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Consider two agents who plan to set up a partnership to take advantage of
their complementary skills. What rules should they write into the partner-
ship contract in order to avoid expensive renegotiations and holdup in the
event of a future dissolution? Should they dissolve the partnership when-
ever one partner makes a buyout oﬀer? And how should they adjust their
joint investment to the prospect of future dissolution? Should they under-
invest in order to minimize potential losses of the partner who withdraws
in the event of dissolution or overinvest in order to make the partnership
“too big to fail”?
In a seminal paper, Cramton, Gibbons, and Klemperer (1987) study the
partnership dissolution problem in a symmetric independent private val-
ues model. Their main result is that eﬃcient dissolution is always possible
if the initial shares are not too far from equal. Fieseler, Kittsteiner, and
Moldovanu (2003) extend that model to interdependent values, and show
that eﬃcient dissolution is easier when valuations are negatively correlated,
yet more diﬃcult when they are positively correlated. Jehiel and Pauzner
(2003) address the case of interdependent values with one-sided informa-
tion, and conclude that even if shares are of equal size, an eﬃcient breakup
is not guaranteed.
Anotherbranchoftheliteraturestudiestheparticulardissolutionruleknown
as “buy–sell provision” or “Texas shoot-out”, which is a variant of the well-
known “I–cut–you–choose” cake cutting mechanism. There, the partner who
requests a dissolution must propose a price at which the other partner may
either sell his share or buy the proposer’s share. That rule is widely used
in practice and recommended by legal advisors (see for example Mancuso
and Laurence (2003)). Indeed, as Brooks and Spier (2004) report: “The im-
portance of buy–sell agreements is now so broadly recognized that a lawyer’s
failure to recommend or include them in modern joint venture agreements is
considered “malpractice” among legal scholars and practitioners.”
Buy–sell provisions ensure ex post dissolution eﬃciency under complete in-
formation(McAfee(1992))andwhenprivateinformationisone-sided(Samuel-
son (1984)). When information is incomplete, eﬃciency is no longer guaran-
1teed (McAfee (1992)). However, in that case eﬃciency may be restored when
the right to be proposer of a dissolution is auctioned among partners (de
Frutos and Kittsteiner (2004)).
One limitation of the partnership dissolution literature is that it takes the
characteristics of the partnership and the dissolution decision as given and
looks only at the issue of who shall be made single owner. It thus ignores
the question whether the partnership should be dissolved at all, and how
dissolution rules shape the very formation of partnerships and investment
incentives (see Wolfstetter (2002)).
The possibility of a break-up aﬀects the joint investment into the partner-
ship, and in turn, the choice of investment aﬀects the dissolution decision.
For example, if partners expect a dissolution to occur with high probability,
they may attempt to minimize the losses of the partner who withdraws from
the ﬁrm in the event of a break-up, by choosing a relatively low investment,
which in turn contributes to make such a break-up even more likely. Alter-
natively, partners may decide to go the other extreme, and overinvest into
assets that increase the gains from complementarity to such an extent that
a dissolution is eﬀectively precluded. Some degree of such overinvestment
is often observed in business, and is a conspicuous feature in many marital
partnerships.
The present paper attempts to extend the partnership dissolution literature
by analyzing the interrelationship between investment and the dissolution
decision. Forthispurposeweintroduceasimple, explicitpartnershipmodel,
in which partnerships form in order to take advantage of complementary
skills, as in Farrell and Scotchmer (1988). However, new opportunities may
arise that make partners’ skills useless, and hence trigger a request for disso-
lution. Anticipating that possibility of a break-up, the partnership contract
includes a dissolution rule which is typically a buy-sell provision. Invest-
ment into the partnership increases the gains from complementarity, yet
makes potentially eﬃcient dissolutions less likely.
The main purpose of our analysis is to assess the commonly used buy-sell
provision. Our main result is that this dissolution rule gives rise to ineﬃ-
ciency, either in the form of excessive dissolutions, combined with under-
investment, or eﬃcient dissolutions, combined with overinvestment. How-
2ever, if one supplements the buy-sell provision with a right to veto, we ﬁnd
that eﬃciency may be restored. Such a right to veto is part of the legal back-
ground rules under corporate law which applies to minority shareholders in
a closely-held corporation. Whereas under partnership law, any partner can
initiate a dissolution and liquidation of the partnership.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 the model is presented. In
Section 3, we characterize the optimal partnership contract, characterized
by joint investment and a dissolution rule, and show that there exists a sim-
ple transfer rule that implements it without employing a third-party budget
breaker. This result is then used as a benchmark to assess the commonly
used buy–sell provision. That rule is analyzed in Sections 4, without right to
veto. We show that it gives rise to either excessive dissolutions, combined
with underinvestment, or eﬃcient dissolution, combined with overinvest-
ment. In Section 5 we add the right to veto, and show that this may restore
eﬃciency. Section 6 concludes.
2. the model
Two risk neutral agents set up a partnership in order to take advantage of
their complementary capabilities. Before they pool their resources, they sign
a partnership contract, {I,D,t}, that prescribes the joint investment I, and
a dissolution, D, and transfer rule, t, that shall be applied in the event of a
break-up. Both partners are equally capable, and the partnership is an equal
share partnership.1
After the partnership has been put in place, one randomly chosen partner
ﬁnds a new business opportunity that may be incompatible with his part-
ner’s skill. This triggers a reconsideration of the partnership, which may
lead to its dissolution.2
1The empirical literature ﬁnds that roughly 80% of all partnerships have two part-
ners, and roughly two thirds of all two-partner partnerships exhibit equal ownership (see
Hauswald and Hege (2003)).
2In business practice, there are many other events that may trigger a dissolution, such
as: 1) an oﬀer from an outsider to purchase a partner’s share; 2) a divorce settlement in
which a partner’s ex spouse receives a share in the ﬁrm; 3) a foreclosure of debt secured
3The partnership game is a sequential game.
In stage one, the two partners write the contract {I,D,t}, set up the part-
nership, and share the (irreversible) investment cost C(I): C(I):=
1
2I2.
In stage two, nature draws one of the partners, with probability 1/2, and en-
dows him with a new business opportunity, drawn from a given probability
distribution, qs := Pr{S = s}, deﬁned on the states of the world. The partner
who receives that new opportunity may then request a break-up, which is
then executed according to the rules {D,t}.
The partner who has received the new business opportunity is referred to
as partner 1; the other as partner 2.
The new opportunity is either compatible or incompatible with the partners’
skills, and it gives rise to a proﬁt shock Π ∈{ 0,π},π >0.
After it has been determined who is partner 1, the random events are de-
scribed by the three states of the world: Θ :={ th,nh,l}. There, t, resp. n
(mnemonic for “team” resp. “no team”) denotes that the innovation is com-
patible resp. incompatible with the partner’s skill, and h, l indicate that the
proﬁt shock is either high, Π = π, or low, Π = 0.
If the partnership stays together, each partner earns one half of the gross





(1 + α)I + π if s = th
(1 + α)I if s ≠ th
(1)
where α>0 is a measure of the complementarity of partners’ skills.
Whereas, if the partnership is dissolved, the beneﬁt of complementarity is
lost, and the ﬁrm’s value is either V1(I,s) or V2(I,s), if partner 1, resp.





I + π if s ∈{ th,nh}
I if s ∈{ l}
(2)
V2(I,s) :=I, for all s ∈ Θ. (3)
by a partner’s share; 4) the personal bankruptcy of a partner; 5) the disability or death or
incapacity of a partner. These other events are ignored in the present model.










=: ˜ π(α), (4)
and qs : Θ → [0,1],
 
s∈Θ qs = 1, has full support.
3. implementation of the optimal investment and dissolution rule
We now characterize the ﬁrst-best optimal allocation, and show that it can be
implemented without employing a third-party budget breaker. This result
serves as a benchmark to assess commonly used dissolution rules.
Let µ∗
i (s) := Pr{partner i becomes single owner | s},i∈{ 1,2}.







joint investment, I∗, are
µ∗
1 (nh) = 1,µ ∗
1 (s) = 0, ∀s ≠ nh,µ ∗
2 (s) = 0, ∀s ∈ Θ (5)
I∗ =1 + α(1 − qnh). (6)
Proof If the partnership is dissolved, single ownership shall be awarded
to partner 1, because V1(I,s) ≥ V2(I,s); therefore, µ∗
2 (s) = 0,∀s.
It is obviously not eﬃcient to award single ownership to partner 1 in states
s ∈{ th,l}, yet eﬃcient to do so in state s = nh, provided investment is
suﬃciently low. The critical value of investment below which dissolution































3The assumption concerning π assure that a dissolution is eﬃcient if and only if s = nh
occurs. If it did not hold, the ﬁrst-best optimal contract would never call for dissolution.
5Therefore, (7) and (8) imply µ1(I∗,s)= µ∗
1 (s).
Finally, we conﬁrm that the optimal investment is indeed equal to I∗. Given
the dissolution rule (7), the ex ante net value of the ﬁrm is
V∗(I) :=ES
 







(1 + α)I + qthπ −
I2
2 =: ψ1(I) ifI ≥ ˜ I
(1 + α)I + (qth + qnh)π − qnhαI −
I2
2 =: ψ2(I) ifI ≤ ˜ I.
(9)
Due to (8), (4), and the strict concavity of ψ1,ψ 2
I1 :=arg max
I≥˜ I
ψ1(I) = max{1 + α,˜ I}≥˜ I>I ∗ = arg max
I≤˜ I
ψ2(I)




+ qthπ + qnh
 








   
≤ψ2(I∗), since ˜ π(α) ≤ π.
Therefore, I = I∗ is the maximizer of V∗(I), as asserted.  
Proposition 1 The direct mechanism {I∗,D∗,t∗}, with the transfer t∗(s)













implements the ﬁrst-best optimum and is budget balancing.
Proof Given the dissolution rule D∗, partner 1 cannot arbitrarily distort
the truth, because in certain states it becomes obvious that the misreported
proﬁt opportunity is not available. Speciﬁcally, 1) if the true state is s = nh,
partner 1 would be found out to lie if he reported ¯ s = th; therefore, the
transfer rule only needs to deter him from reporting ¯ s = l. Similarly, 2) if
s = l, the transfer rule only needs to prevent reporting ¯ s = nh; and 3), if
s = th, it needs to prevent reporting ¯ s ∈{ nh,l}.
61) If s = nh, partner 1’s payoﬀ from truthtelling is u(s,s) := I∗+π −t∗(nh),
whereas reporting ¯ s = l gives him u(s,¯ s) :=
1
2(1 + α)I∗. Since u(s,s) −
u(s,¯ s) = π/2 > 0, distorting the truth does not pay.
2)-3): The proofs are similar, and hence omitted.
Finally, the mechanism is budget balancing, because the transfer t∗ is a
payment between partners.  
Corollary 1 The direct mechanism (I∗,D∗,t∗) can be interpreted as a con-
tingent ownership contract where the state contingent dissolution rule is re-
placed by a simple call option. That option gives each partner the right to
buy the other’s share at a strike price that is equal to t∗(nh).
ThisresultisinlinewithGrossmanandHart(1986)andNöldekeandSchmidt
(1998). In the practical literature, ﬁnding the right strike price is usually
considered to be too diﬃcult. Instead, partners are advised to employ a
price-ﬁnding rule, like a buy–sell provision.
4. buy–sell provision without right to veto
We now assume that the partnership contract includes a buy–sell provision,
without right to veto. There, partner 1 may propose dissolution,4 and if
he does, he must quote a price at which the other partner may either sell
his share or buy the proposer’s share. We analyze the resulting partnership
game, and ﬁnd the perfect equilibrium partnership contract.
4.1. Dissolution subgame equilibrium
After joint investment has been made, and the state of the world s ∈ Θ
has been realized and privately observed by partner 1, the two partners
play the dissolution subgame. That game depends critically on the level of
4Following Samuelson (1984), we let the player with more information be the proposer;
this guarantees that the assignment of single ownership always maximizes the ﬁrm’s value.
7investment. As one would expect, if investment is very high, a dissolution
is eﬀective precluded. Thus, a high investment can be interpreted as a “too–
big–to–fail” policy. Whereas a low level of investment gives rise to excessive
dissolutions.
The strategies of partner 1 are denoted by σ1(I,s) := (τ1(I,s),p(I,s)),
where τ1(I,s) := Pr{propose | I,S = s}, and p(I,s) is the price quoted if
a breakup is proposed in state s. In turn, the strategy of partner 2 is his
buy–sell decision, contingent upon the quoted price p, denoted by σ2(p) :=
Pr{sell | p}, where it is understood that 1 − σ2(p) = Pr{buy | p}.
The solution of the dissolution subgame is explained in the following Lem-
mas.
Lemma 2 Partner 2 sells if and only if p ≥ p∗ := I/2, and partner 1 quotes
the price p(s) = p∗, if he proposes dissolution.
Proof Suppose partner 1 has proposed dissolution and quoted the price
p. If partner 2 buys, he earns the payoﬀ V2(I,s) − p = I − p, whereas if he
sells he earns p. Therefore, he sells if and only if p ≥ I/2. In turn, if partner
1 buys at price p∗ he earns V1(I,s) − p∗ ≥
I
2, whereas if he sells at price
p<p ∗ he earns only p<
I
2. Therefore, if he proposes, he quotes the price
p = p∗.  
We now show that the equilibrium of the dissolution subgame depends on
the level of investment.























∅ if I ≥ 2˜ I
{nh} if I ∈ [˜ I,2˜ I)
{nh,th} if I ∈ [0,˜ I)
(13)
8Proof The equilibrium strategy σ2(p) and equilibrium price p∗ have al-
ready been established in Lemma 2. To conﬁrm that τ1(I,s) is part of part-
ner 1’s equilibrium strategy, note that
1
2
VP(I,th)  V 1(I,th) −
I
2
⇐⇒ I ˜ I
1
2
VP(I,nh)  V 1(I,nh) −
I
2
⇐⇒ I 2˜ I
 
Therefore, ˜ I can be interpreted as the smallest investment that deters dis-
solution in state s = th, and 2˜ I as the smallest investment that deters dis-
solution in all states.
4.2. Perfect Bayesian Nash equilibrium
To ﬁnd the Perfect Bayesian Nash equilibria of the entire game, we compute
the ex ante net value of the ﬁrm, for all choices of I, using the corresponding
equilibrium of the above subgame (recall the deﬁnitions of ψ1,ψ 2 in (9)):
V(I):=ES
 







ψ1(I) if I ≥ 2˜ I
ψ2(I) if I ∈ [˜ I,2˜ I)
ψ3(I) := ψ2(I) − qthαI if I ∈ [0,˜ I)
(14)
In a ﬁrst step we show that equilibrium investment is bounded from above
and from below. In particular, the “too-big-to-fail” policy is not part of the
equilibrium.
Lemma 4 The optimal investment is I ∈{ ˆ I,˜ I}, where
ˆ I := arg max
I∈[0,˜ I)
ψ3(I) = 1 + α − (qnh + qth) α<I ∗ < ˜ I. (15)
9Proof The optimal investment is the maximizer of either ψ3 on [0,˜ I) or
ψ2 on [˜ I,2˜ I) or ψ1 on [2˜ I,+∞). All three functions, ψ3,ψ 2,ψ 1 are strictly
concave.
First, note that ˆ I is the maximizer of ψ3 on its domain, because ψ 
3(ˆ I) = 0,
and (using (8))
ˆ I = 1 + α − (qnh + qth)α < 1 + α − qnhα = I∗ < ˜ I.
Second, ˜ I is the maximizer of ψ2 on its domain, since ψ 
2(˜ I) < 0.
Third, 2˜ I is the maximizer of ψ1 on its domain, since ψ 
1(2˜ I) < 0.
Finally, observe that:


















 2 > 0, sinceπ ≥ ˜ π(α)
Therefore, I = 2˜ I is dominated by I = ˆ I.  
Lemma 5 The optimal investment is
I = ˆ I ⇐⇒ (π,α) ∈P + :={ (π,α) | π ≥ max{π0(α), ˜ π(α)}}
I = ˜ I ⇐⇒ (π,α) ∈P − :={ (π,α) | ˜ π(α) ≤ π<max{π0(α), ˜ π(α)}}.
Proof To determine whether ˆ I or ˜ I is optimal, compute the payoﬀ diﬀer-
ence





π2 − 2πα(1 + (1 − qnh)α) + α2(1 + (1 − qth − qnh)α)2
 
The following equation implicitly deﬁnes the set of parameters (π,α) for
which ξ(π) = 0:






2 + 2α − 2qnhα − qthα
 
. (16)
Since ξ is increasing in π for all feasible parameters, π ≥ ˜ π(α), it follows
immediately that ˆ I is optimal if and only if π ≥ π0(α) and π ≥ ˜ π(α).  
10The two parameter sets, P+, P− are illustrated in Figure 1. There, the area
under the dotted curve is the set of parameters that are not feasible (due to
the constraint (4)), the area below the solid and at or above the dotted curve







Figure 1: Parameter sets P+,P−
Combining Lemmas 3–5, we conclude:
Proposition 2 The perfect equilibrium exhibits:
1. Excessive dissolution (in s ∈{ nh,th}) and underinvestment, I = ˆ I<I ∗,
∀(π,α) ∈P +.
2. Eﬃcient dissolution and overinvestment, I = ˜ I>I ∗, ∀(π,α) ∈P −.
We close this section with two examples:
Example 1 Let {α = 1,5,π= 6.1,q nh = 0,5,q th = 0,25}. This leads to


























Figure 3: Eﬃcient dissolution and overinvestment
12Example 2 Let {α = 3,π= 12,q nh = 0,5,q th = 0,25}. This leads to
eﬃcient dissolution, combined with overinvestment (illustrated in Figure 3).
We conclude with a remark on an alternative speciﬁcation of the partnership
technology.
To show that our results are not restricted to the speciﬁcation adopted here,
replaceVp(I,th)in(1)byVp(I,th) := (1+α)(I+π). Inthatcase, theincentive
to dissolve is weaker, and the buy–sell provision does not always lead to
ineﬃciency. However, we also ﬁnd conditions for ineﬃciency, either in the
form of excessive dissolution, combined with underinvestment, or eﬃcient
dissolution, combined with overinvestment.
Now, the smallest investment that deters dissolution in state s = th is equal
to ˜ I(1 − α) (rather than equal to ˜ I). Otherwise, the role and exact meaning
of the critical investment levels I∗, ˜ I, ˆ I,2 ˜ I is unchanged. We ﬁnd that ineﬃ-
ciency occurs if and only if α<1 and I∗ ∈ (ˆ I,˜ I(1−α)), where the two kinds
of ineﬃciencies occur in subsets of the parameters space that are similar to
the ones illustrated in Figure 1.
5. buy–sell provision with right to veto
We now change the buy–sell provision by granting partner 2 the right to
veto a proposed dissolution. This modiﬁcation transforms the dissolution
subgame into a signalling game in which the quoted price serves as a signal
of partner 1’s private information, and partner 2 uses that signal to update
his prior beliefs concerning the value of the partnership, in order to assess
whether he should either sell his share or veto and thus keep the partnership
going.
In the following we employ the concept of a sequential equilibrium, charac-
terized by strategies, and beliefs that are consistent with those strategies.
With slight abuse of language, we will refer to the game played after a buy–
sell provision has been oﬀered as the dissolution “subgame”.
135.1. Dissolution subgame
In the dissolution subgame with right to veto, the action set of partner 2 has
three elements: “buy”, “sell”, and “veto”. And partner 1 chooses between
“propose” a buy–sell provision and “don’t propose”. However,
Lemma 6 The dissolution subgame can be reduced to one where partner 1 al-
ways proposes, and quotes a price p ≥
I
2; and partner 2 only chooses between
“sell” and “veto” (and never contemplates to “buy”).





2(1 + α)], because veto gives him a payoﬀ equal to
I
2(1 + α) or





2(1 + α)]. We conclude that we can represent “don’t propose” by
“propose” a price from that interval.
2) Observe that if partner 1 proposes a price p<
I
2, partner 2 will either buy
or veto, since buying is better than selling in that case. Instead of selling
at such a price, partner 1 prefers to maintain the partnership. Therefore,
in the light of 1), proposing a price p<
I





2(1+α)]. We conclude that partner 1 will always propose and quote
a price p ≥
I
2.5  
In that reduced game, the strategy of partner 1 is his probability of quoting
a price p, denoted by σ1(p;s,I) := Pr{P = p | S = s}, with some support P.
Thestrategyofpartner2isσ2(p;I) = Pr{sell | p}and1−σ2(p;I) = Pr{veto |
p}. And the beliefs of partner 2 are denoted by δs(p,I) := Pr{S = s | p}.
The equilibrium of the subgame depends on the level of investment; four



























5If α>1, this argument can be simpliﬁed, because in that case “veto” dominates “buy”.
14Proposition 3 The dissolution subgame has a “partial separating equilib-
rium”. There, dissolution occurs:
1) never if I is “high”: I ∈ I4,
2) only in state nh if I ∈ I3,
3) in state nh and with positive probability less than one also in state th if
I ∈ I2,
4) in states nh and th if I is “low”: I ∈ I1.
A detailed formulation and proof of Proposition 3 is in the Appendix.
As in other signaling games, there are, however, also other equilibria, with
diﬀerent properties.
Proposition 4 The dissolution subgame has a “partial pooling equilibrium”.
There, for all investment levels I ∈ I3 ∪ I4, all types s quote the same price,
at which partner 2 vetoes, and no dissolution occurs.
The detailed formulation and proof of Proposition 4 is also in the Appendix.
5.2. Perfect Bayesian Nash equilibrium
We now show that, when partner 2 has the right to veto, the overall game
has a perfect equilibrium, for some subset of the feasible parameters, that
implements the eﬃcient investment and dissolution rule.
Proposition 5 Suppose π<2˜ π(α) − αqnh.6 Then, the partial separating
equilibrium implements the eﬃcient investment and dissolution rule.
Proof For those parameters, one has I∗ ∈ I3. By deﬁnition of I∗, the
ex ante net value of the ﬁrm is maximized, provided dissolution occurs if
and only if s = nh. In the partial separating equilibrium, that condition is
satisﬁed for all I ∈ I3, and therefore, for I = I∗.  
6Recall, the set of feasible (π,α) is {(π,α) | π ≥ ˜ π(α)}.
15However, for the same parameters, there is also another equilibrium that
entails ineﬃciency.
Proposition 6 For the same parameter restriction assumed in Proposition 5
the partial pooling equilibrium implies ineﬃciency.
Proof Suppose the partners play partial pooling equilibrium of the dis-
solution subgame, and choose the eﬃcient investment level I = I∗. Then,
by Proposition 4, all types quote the same price at which partner 2 vetoes;
therefore, no dissolution occurs, which is ineﬃcient.  
However, standard equilibrium reﬁnements select the equilibrium in which
partner1revealshisprivateinformation, whichrestoreseﬃciency(seeBanks
and Sobel (1987) and Cho and Kreps (1987)).
As we have seen, adding the right to veto to the buy–sell provision is attrac-
tive because it may restore eﬃciency. In addition, it seems that the right
to veto is also crucial to prevent an obvious hold-up problem, where one
partner ﬁnds another partner who may be satisﬁed with a smaller share,
after the partnership capital has been built up. This hold-up problem may
also explain why the practical literature discourages the use of the kind of
option contract stated at the end of Section 3.
6. conclusions
In this paper, we extended the partnership dissolution literature, initiated
by Cramton et al. (1987), by setting up an explicit model of partnerships
that may explain why partnerships form, and yet dissolve in the face of new
business opportunities. We analyzed the eﬀect of the commonly advised
and frequently used dissolution rule, known as buy–sell provision. That
rule assures that, conditional on dissolution, the assignment of single own-
ership is eﬃcient. However, if that rule does not include the right to veto a
proposed dissolution, it always entails an eﬃciency loss, either in the form
of excessive dissolutions, combined with underinvestment, or eﬃcient dis-
solution, combined with overinvestment. When the right to veto is added,
16eﬃciency may be restored, although it gives rise to an equilibrium selection
problem.
appendix
Here we give detailed statements and proofs of Propositions 3 and 4.
Proposition 3 The equilibrium strategies and beliefs of the “partial separat-
ing equilibrium” are:
Strategies:
σ1(ˆ p(I);th,I):= η(I), σ1(p2;th,I):= 1 − η(I) (19)
σ1(ˆ p(I);nh,I):= 1,σ 1(p1;l,I) := 1 (20)
I
2
≤ p1 <p 2 <
(1 + α)I
2











1 if p>ˆ p(I) or
 








0 if I ∈ I3 ∪ I4
qnh(π−2αI)
2qthαI if I ∈ I2







1 if p ∈ [p2, ˆ p(I))
qthσ1(ˆ p(I);th,I)
qnh+qthσ1(ˆ p(I);th,I) if p = ˆ p(I)






1 if p>ˆ p(I)
qnh
qnh+qthσ1(ˆ p(I);th,I) if p = ˆ p(I)






1 if p<p 2
0 otherwise
(26)
17Proof The beliefs are obviously consistent with the stated strategies, using
Bayes’ rule, when it applies. Also, partner 2’s strategy is evidently a best
reply, given his beliefs. It remains to be shown that partner 1’s strategies
are best replies, given the beliefs δ(p,I), for all investment levels.
1)SupposeI ∈ I4. Then, η(I) = 0, σ1(ˆ p(I);nh,I)= σ1(p2;th,I)= σ1(p1;l,I) =
1, σ2(p) = 1i fp>ˆ p(I) and σ2(p;I) = 0 for all other p, δth(ˆ p(I);I) = 0,
δnh(ˆ p(I);I) = 1, and ˆ p(I) =
1
2Vp(I,nh).
Consider type s = nh. In the asserted equilibrium, he shall quote the price
ˆ p(I) with certainty. If he deviates, he can only change the outcome if he
quotes a higher price, p. However, this does not pay, since the gain from
that deviation is negative:
I + π − p −
1
2
Vp(I,nh)< I+ π − Vp(I,nh) (27)
=I + π − (1 + α)I (28)
=π − αI (29)
≤π − α˜ I (since I ≥ ˜ I) (30)
=0 (by deﬁnition of˜ I). (31)
Considers = th. Intheassertedequilibrium, partner1proposesthepricep2,
and partner 2 vetoes. If partner 1 deviates, he can only change the outcome
by proposing a price p>ˆ p, at which partner 2 sells, just like in the above
case s = nh. Evidently, maintaining the partnership is more proﬁtable than
in the event s = nh. Therefore, such a deviation is even less proﬁtable than
in the case s = nh, described above.
Consider s = l. In the asserted equilibrium, partner 1 proposes the price
p1, and partner 2 vetoes. Again, partner 1 can only make a diﬀerence if
he quotes a price p>ˆ p(I), which pays even less for him than in the cases
described above.
2)SupposeI ∈ I3. Then, η(I) = 0, σ1(ˆ p(I);nh,I)= σ1(p2;th,I)= σ1(p1;l,I) =
1, σ2(p) = 1i fp ≥ ˆ p(I) and σ2(p;I) = 0 for all other p, δth(ˆ p(I);I) = 0,
δnh(ˆ p(I);I) = 1, and ˆ p(I) =
1
2Vp(I,nh).
Consider type s = nh. In the asserted equilibrium, he shall quote the price
ˆ p(I), at which partner 2 sells. If partner 1 deviates, he can only change the
18outcome by quoting a lower price, p<ˆ p(I). However, this does not pay,
since the gain from that deviation is negative:
1
2
Vp(I,nh) − (I + π −
1
2
Vp(I,nh)) =Vp(I,nh) − (I + π) (32)
=αI − π (33)
<α˜ I − π (since I<˜ I) (34)
=0 (by deﬁnition of˜ I). (35)
Consider s = th. In the asserted equilibrium, partner 1 proposes the price
p2, and partner 2 vetoes. If partner 1 deviates, he can only change the
outcome by proposing a price p ≥ ˆ p, at which partner 2 sells. However, the
gain from such a deviation is negative, since

















=0 (by deﬁnition of ˜ I). (38)
Consider s = l. In the asserted equilibrium, partner 1 proposes the price
p1, and partner 2 vetoes. Again, partner 1 can only make a diﬀerence if he
quotes a price p = ˆ p(I), which pays even less for him than in the previous
case.
3) Suppose I ∈ I2. Then, η(I) =
qnh(π−2αI)
2qthαI , σ1(ˆ p(I);nh,I) = σ1(p1;l,I) =
1, σ1(ˆ p(I);th,I) = η, σ1(p2;th,I) = 1 − η, σ2(p) = 1i fp ≥ ˆ p(I) and
σ2(p;I) = 0 for all other p, δth(ˆ p(I);I) = 1 −
2αI





2(I(1 − α) + π).
Consider type s = nh. In the asserted equilibrium, he shall quote the price
ˆ p(I), at which partner 2 sells. If partner 1 deviates, he can only change the
outcome by quoting a lower price, p<ˆ p(I). However, this does not pay,
since the gain from that deviation is negative:
I(1 + α)
2




19Consider s = th. In the asserted equilibrium, partner 1 randomizes between
the prices p2 and ˆ p, partner 2 vetoes if p = p2 and sells if p = ˆ p(I). For




((1 + α)I + π) −
 
I + π − ˆ p(I)
 
= 0. (40)
If he deviates, that can only make a diﬀerence if he quotes either a price
lower than p1 (but those prices are dominated and were already eliminated
in Lemma 6) or a price above ˆ p(I), which is obviously not an improvement
either.
Consider s = l. In the asserted equilibrium, partner 1 proposes the price
p1, and partner 2 vetoes. Partner 1 can only make a diﬀerence if he quotes
a price p = ˆ p(I). However, the gain from that deviation is negative:







4)SupposeI ∈ I1. Then, η(I) = 1, σ1(ˆ p(I);nh,I)= σ1(p1;l,I) = σ1(ˆ p(I);th,I)=
1, σ2(p) = 1i fp ≥ ˆ p(I) and σ2(p;I) = 0 for all other p, δth(ˆ p(I);I) =
qth
qnh+qth, δnh(ˆ p(I);I) =
qnh
qnh+qth, and ˆ p(I) =
1
2(I(1 + α) +
qth
qnh+qthπ).
Consider type s = th. In the asserted equilibrium, he shall quote the price
ˆ p(I), at which partner 2 sells. If partner 1 deviates, he can only change the
outcome by quoting a lower price, p<ˆ p(I). However, this does not pay,
since the gain from that deviation is negative:
I(1 + α) + π
2








Consider s = nh. In the asserted equilibrium, he shall quote the price ˆ p(I),a t
which partner 2 sells. If partner 1 deviates, he can only change the outcome
by quoting a lower price, p<ˆ p(I). However, this does not pay, since the
gain from that deviation is obviously even smaller than the gain from the
same deviation for type th, which was already shown to be negative.
20Consider s = l. In the asserted equilibrium, partner 1 proposes the price
p1, and partner 2 vetoes. Partner 1 can only make a diﬀerence if he quotes
a price p = ˆ p(I). However, the gain from that deviation is negative:






− αI < 0. (44)
 
Proposition 4 The equilibrium strategies and beliefs of the “partial pooling
equilibrium” for I ∈ I3 ∪ I4 are:
Strategies:
σ1(p1;s,I) := 1,for alls ∈ Θ (45)
I
2
≤ p1 < ˆ p(I) :=
1
2













1 if p ≥ ˆ p(I)














ql if p ∈ [p1, ˆ p(I))
1 if p<p 1
0 otherwise
(50)
Proof The beliefs are obviously consistent with the stated strategies, using
Bayes’ rule, when it applies. Also, partner 2’s strategy is evidently a best
reply, given his beliefs. Partner 1 could only make a diﬀerence if he deviates
and quotes a price p ≥ ˆ p(I), at which partner 2 sells for sure. However, that
never pays.  
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